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pre-intermediate

Open mind
Unit 11: Grammar and vocabUlary test b

C Complete the sentences using the words in 
the box. There is one extra option.

ceramic   download   back up   log onto   

contacts   install   wood   icon

0 I need to back up  this information. It’s very 
important.

 11 Ewa: Do you have Tina’s phone number?
 Dimitris: Yes, I’ve got it in my  .

 12 If you want to start the programme, just click on  
this  .

 13 To get access to the online course, just   
the website.

 14 Can you tell me how to   this video from 
the internet?

 15 I’ve bought a new desk. It was expensive because  
it’s made of real  .

 16 I don’t like plastic plates. I prefer   ones.

D Choose the correct words.

David (0) burned / played / uploaded a CD of his 

favourite photos from our childhood. He gave it to me 

yesterday. He asked me to (17) burn / send / upload 

the best ones to my website. I found a picture of some 

things we made in school. He made a (18) ceramic / 

cotton / rubber cup with a tiger on it. I made a  

(19) cotton / plastic / wood sweater for my father. 

I’m going to (20) burn / play / send him a text message

about it.

Score   / 20

Vocabulary

A Are the sentences true (T) or false (F)?

0 You click on an icon to send an email. F

1 You log on to a website when you have  
finished looking at it.  

2 When you add a contact to your phone,  
you keep their name and number.  

3 You should back up your files to make sure  
you don’t lose them.  

4 If you install an app, you send it to a friend.  

5 You may have to type in a password before  
you can use a computer.  

B Match the items with the material  
they are usually made from.
0 cup, plates, bowls a cotton

6 windows, wine bottles, jam jars b wood

7 tyres, the bottom of shoes c ceramic

8 t-shirts, bed sheets, shirts d metal

9 doors, tables, shelves e glass

 10 forks, keys, cars f rubber
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Open Mind pre-intermediate

C Rewrite each sentence. Use the passive 
form to complete the second sentence.
0 They manufacture computers in many countries now.
 Computers are manufactured   

in many countries now.

 16 People do many different things with computers.
    

with computers.

 17 Computers operate a lot of machines.
    

by computers.

 18 Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web.
    

by Tim Berners-Lee.

 19 They use computers to make movies.
    

to make movies.

 20 They sell a lot of products online.
    

online.

D Complete the sentences. Write the correct 
forms of the verbs in brackets.
0 This smartphone was produced  (produce) in 

China.

 21 That chair is so uncomfortable. It   
(make) of plastic.

 22 When   a mobile phone 
  (use) for the first time?

 23 This laptop   (give) to me when 
I started my new job.

 24 Look at this photo. It   (take) in 
Peru!

 25 I think the hotel   (buy) by a rich 
businessman.

 26 Computers   (find) in almost every 
home in Europe.

 27 Their new album   (release) last 
week. It’s great!

 28 The iPhone   (develop) by Apple 
in the 2000s.

 29 The instructions   (display) on the 
computer screen.

 30 Please tell me what this fruit   
(call).

Score   / 30

Total score   / 50

Grammar

A Tick (✓) the sentences that are correct. 
If they are not correct, write the correct form.

0 The dress is make from nylon. made

1 Glass can be recycling.  

2 Tea is grown in India.  

3 Millions of emails are sending every day.  

4 No meat is used in this recipe.  

5 English is speaked all over the world.  

6 Nylon can be used to make tights.  

7 When is the parcel sent?  

8 The chairs are made by plastic.  

9 The documents were stolen from my bag.  

 10 The internet was invented from  
Tim Berners-Lee.  

B Choose the correct words to complete 
the sentences.

0 These plates are made of / made of / were made of 
paper, so you can throw them away.

 11 This machine is use / was using / is used for 
cutting metal.

 12 The products are packed and then we be sent /  
send / are sent them to the shops.

 13 The telephone is invented / invents / was invented 
by Alexander Graham Bell.

 14 The door was heavy because it made / has made / 
was made of metal.

 15 I think the document is written / was written /  
has written in 1753.


